Resolved Issues

The following issues are fixed in software update 10.14.978-88:

General (May Apply to Multiple Field Operations)

- Display does not detect multiple rate controller(s), SeedStar™ controller or ITEC functionality in dual or multiple display mode.
- Display sets an application error once ISOBUS Implement is connected.
- Machine Sync icon incorrectly displayed on incompatible 4240 Display.
- AB Curve center shift not centered.
- Edited profile will not import if previously imported with the same profile name.
- Shared coverage fails to show completely when joining a group.
- When returning to a field with In Field Data Sharing, the display may fail to load the coverage from the other machines when joining.
- Operator may experience a reminder notification for them to enable AutoTrac™ Implement Guidance while using Active Implement Guidance.
- Operator may encounter an application unexpectedly quit error when using a virtual implement.
- AutoTrac™ when used with AutoTrac™ Implement Guidance may default to a one pie (Installed) state at startup.
- Virtual Operations not translated when used with a SeedStar™ controller.
- AutoTrac™ Turn Automation does not successfully complete turn with in field travel speed set above 12 miles per hour.
- Operator may experience an application unexpectedly quit error with AEF certified chassis mounted implement.

Combine Harvesting

- Combine header may display offset after a cold boot.
- 4640 Universal Display unable to utilize AutoTrac™ RowSense™ on 70 Series combine.

Spraying/Spreading/Application

- 4X30 Series sprayers unable to use Section Control with some legacy SRC software versions.
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